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Abstract
This study focusses on the fluid mechanic analysis and performance assessment
of a one-phase swirling flow multi-nozzle annular jet pump using Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes simulations and experimental measurements carried out
with a bespoke test rig. The numerical investigation of the flow physics of the
device, key to understanding its fluid dynamics and optimising its performance,
is made particularly challenging by the existence of flow swirl. Thus, the pre-
dictive capabilities of two alternative approaches for the turbulence closure of
the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations, namely the k − ω shear stress
transport and the Reynolds stress models, are assessed against measured static
pressure fields for three regimes characterised by different swirl strength, and a
thorough cross-comparative analysis of the flow physics using the two closures
is performed to complement the information provided by the experimental mea-
surements. At the lowest swirl level, the two simulation types are in very good
agreement, and they both agree very well with the measured static pressure
fields. As the flow swirl increases, the two numerical results differ more and the
Reynolds stress model is in better agreement with the measured static pressure.
At the highest swirl level the shear stress transport analysis predicts weaker dis-
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sipation of the jet energy and stronger mixing of injected and pumped streams,
resulting in higher performance predictions than obtained with the Reynolds
stress model. A CFD-based sensitivity analysis also highlights the impact of
nozzle diameter and flow swirl on the pump performance, providing new guide-
lines for the design optimisation of this pump.
Keywords: Jet pumps, Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes CFD, Eddy
viscosity turbulence models, Reynolds Stress Models, Experimental validation.
1. Introduction
A jet pump is a fluidic device that has no internal moving parts, and instead
drives media by means of turbulent mixing and energy exchange between two
fluid streams, the motive or primary stream and the pumped or secondary
stream. The phase of either stream can be gaseous or liquid, and the two
fluids may also be different. In some cases, the secondary stream can also be
a mix of fluids or contain solid particles. The motive fluid is pressurised and
discharged from one or more nozzles into the bore of the pump as a high velocity
jet. The velocity gradient of the jet draws the secondary fluid through viscous
forces, with the secondary fluid entrained through turbulent mixing and energy
exchange. This process results in suction behind the injection, in the bore,
creating a continuous fluid motion leading to a combined discharge of the two
streams. Jet pumps typically consist of motive and secondary suction nozzles,
throat and diffuser, as illustrated in Figures 1a and 1b. The relative position
of the motive fluid and the suction nozzles with respect to the pump centreline
determine the pump configuration as a central jet pump (CJP) or annular jet
pump (AJP). In the CJP sketched in Fig. 1a, the motive fluid is injected through
the central nozzle and the secondary fluid drawn through the annular nozzle. In
the AJP configuration in Fig. 1b, the fluids in the central and annular nozzles
are reversed with respect to the CJP, resulting in an unobstructed flow path of
the secondary fluid along the pump centreline [1].
A number of Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) computational fluid
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(a) Schematic of central jet pump. (b) Schematic of annular jet pump.
Figure 1: Jet pump configurations.
dynamics (CFD) studies have been conducted on the ability of turbulence mod-
els to capture the fluid flow phenomena of the turbulent flow through AJPs,
with pressure, velocity and mass flow rates commonly used to quantify the per-
formance of jet pumps. Kwon et al. [2] assessed the flow through a water-water
AJP with 2D axisymmetric RANS simulations using the standard k−ε model [3]
and the renormalisation group (RNG) k − ε model [4]. Both models gave pre-
dictions of the total pressure variations in the pump in good agreement with
measured data but underpredicted the measured mass flow rate of the secondary
stream, with the RNG estimates agreeing better with experimental mass flow
rates. Further studies on a water-water AJP [5], comparing the predictions of
the k − ε model to those of the standard Reynolds stress model (RSM) of Gib-
son and Launder [6], found that the k− ε model greatly overestimated the eddy
viscosity. In turn, this resulted in excessive turbulent mixing and an underesti-
mation of the pump performance. Conversely the RSM results correlated well
with measured pressure and velocity, pointing to more accurate predictions of
turbulence levels and structures. In a follow-up study of the same pump, using
the same computational and experimental set-ups of [5], the motive fluid was in-
duced with varying levels of swirl [7]. High levels of swirl intensity decreased the
performance of the pump, whereas a low level increased the reported efficiency.
As in [5], the k − ε model overpredicted turbulent mixing and underestimated
the performance parameters in the pump, namely the flow rate of the secondary
fluid and the pressure at the discharge. This mismatch increased with flow swirl.
Conversely, the RSM results agreed well with experimental values, as in [5], even
as the swirl intensity was increased.
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In some cases, RSM has also been found to predict marginally better agree-
ment than linear eddy viscosity models for jet pumps without swirling flow.
For example, Fan et al. [8] used the standard k − ε, RNG k − ε and realizable
k−ε models and RSM within ANSYS FLUENT® 2D axisymmetric simulations
to assess the performance of a supersonic gas-gas CJP before carrying out its
CFD-based design optimisation. RSM provided the best prediction of the mea-
sured curve of discharge pressure versus induced mass flow rate. The prediction
improvement over the linear eddy viscosity models, however, was judged too
small to justify the larger computational burden of using RSM in the design op-
timisation. Xu et al. [9] used Large Eddy Simulation (LES) CFD to study the
flow field and the performance of a continuous jet water-water AJP. Numerical
results agreed well with experimental measurements, both in terms of pressure
fields and mass flow rates through the pump. Although no direct comparison of
RANS and LES simulations of AJP swirling flows is yet available, it is plausible
that LES analyses may resolve better than RANS analyses the complex flow
physics of swirling AJP flows. It will have to be assessed whether the possibly
better predictions achieved by using LES rather than RSM analyses outweighs
the higher computational burden of the former method.
This study presents a fluid mechanic and performance analysis of a multi-
nozzle AJP with no diffuser based on RANS CFD and experimental measure-
ments carried out by the authors. The considered multi-nozzle AJP is a variant
of the continuous annular jet pump in which the motive fluid is injected through
multiple discrete nozzles distributed around the bore, as shown in Fig. 2. The
motive fluid is compressed air, and the pumped fluid is air at ambient atmo-
spheric conditions. The design of the multi-nozzle AJP allows the nozzles to
be inclined both axially, by an angle α, and circumferentially, by an angle β.
The circumferential angle induces a swirling motion downstream of the injec-
tion point. Low levels of motive flow swirl have been shown to improve the
efficiency of jet pumps by increasing fluid entrainment and suction [7, 10, 11],
although the optimal level of swirl has yet to be determined for multi-nozzle
AJPs. The CFD simulations of this study use both the k − ω Shear Stress
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Transport (SST) model [12] and RSM for the turbulence closure, and valida-
tion is based on comparisons of measured and computed static pressure fields
at three operating regimes. Thorough cross-comparative investigations of this
pump using both turbulence closures are presented with the aims of improving
the understanding of its fluid mechanics, assessing and explaining the depen-
dence of its performance on operating and design parameters, and assessing
the predictive capabilities of the selected turbulence models for the analysis
and future CFD-driven design optimisation of this device. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, this report presents the first experimentally validated nu-
merical study of multi-nozzle AJP flow physics and the impact of the choice of
the RANS turbulence closure on its flow resolution.
The outline of the article is as follows: Section 2 presents the complete
design of the considered multi-nozzle AJP, while Section 3 describes the AJP
test rig. Section 4 defines physical domain, grids and boundary conditions of
the CFD simulations and the selected CFD software and turbulence models.
Thereafter, Section 5 analyses the sensitivity of the solution to the spatial and
temporal refinement for each turbulence model. Section 6 starts by analysing the
sensitivity of the AJP static pressure field and performance to the compressed
air total pressure making use of both CFD results and experimental data. This
is followed by a detailed cross-comparative analysis of the AJP flow physics
based on both the SST and RSM simulations. Thereafter, the sensitivity of
the pump flow field and performance to key design parameters is analysed to
provide further design guidelines. A summary of the main findings is provided
in Section 7.
2. Multi-nozzle jet pump
As shown in the schematic of Fig. 2, the considered AJP consists of four
parts, namely motive inlet pipe, annular plenum chamber, motive nozzles and
pump bore. High-pressure air is stored in the plenum chamber, and is converted
into kinetic energy in the nozzles that inject high-speed jets into the pump bore.
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The six nozzles of the pump are cylindrical with a diameter of 2 mm, and the
pump bore has diameter of 50 mm. The nozzles of the pump connect to the
pipe bore at an axial angle α of 35◦ and a circumferential angle β of 20◦.
Figure 2: Multi-nozzle annular jet pump.
3. Test rig
A schematic of the test rig is shown in Fig. 3. The rig consists of the multi-
nozzle AJP connected to a 1/2”-diameter compressed air line and two 50 mm-
diameter pipes, namely pipe X on the suction side and pipe Y on the discharge
side, as reported in Fig. 3. The figure also indicates the components used to
control and measure the compressed air flow, which are a throttle valve to
adjust the pressure of the motive air and a digital pressure gauge with accuracy
of ±0.05 bar before the pump. In the analyses below, the gauge total pressure
of the compressed air in the pump annular plenum chamber is taken to be the
value indicated by this pressure gauge.
Flush mounted pressure taps are fitted onto pipe X and Y to measure and
record the wall static pressure in these ducts. Pipe X has 12 pressure taps dis-
tributed in the axial direction, whereas pipe Y has 19 pressure taps distributed
in both the axial and the circumferential directions. In Pipe Y, there are 8 axial
stations. The first three stations after the pump have four holes 90◦ apart, with
three of these used for pressure taps, and one used for inserting a Pitot tube.
The remaining five axial stations feature two pressure taps 180◦ apart, and a
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hole for the Pitot tube placed 90◦ in between. Pitot tubes inserted in pipes
X and Y through lateral holes with pressure head positioned on the centreline
of the pipes, are used to measure and record the time-averaged static pressure
at this location. Pressure readings on the pressure taps and the Pitot tubes
are taken using a Kane 3200 differential pressure meter, which has a range of
±9999 Pa and a resolution of 1 Pa. The digital readings are verified with a fluid
column multi-manometer to ensure the digital meter is accurately calibrated.
Figure 3: Experimental set-up.
4. Numerical set-up
4.1. Physical domain, operating conditions and computational grids
The physical domain, surface details of one of the adopted CFD meshes, and
the selected far field boundary conditions (BCs) are shown in Fig. 4. All grids
have been generated using ANSYS Meshing, and consist of multiple sub-domains
featuring either hexahedral elements (structured sub-domains) or tetrahedral
elements (unstructured sub-domains). A structured sub-domain is used in the
initial part of the suction pipe and the final part of the discharge pipe. The
axial extents of the structured sub-domains, the portions of the unstructured
sub-domains before and after the plenum chamber, and the plenum chamber
are quoted in Fig. 4, which also reports the main pipe inner diameter and the
plenum chamber outer diameter.
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Figure 4: Physical domain and surface grid view.
Four levels of mesh refinement have been considered, corresponding to the
grid parameters provided in Tab. 1. The number Ncirc of circumferential nodes
in the suction and discharge ducts, and the number Naxial of axial nodes from
the inlet section of the suction duct to the outlet section of the discharge duct
are reported in the second and third columns of the table, respectively. The
number N of elements of the adopted grids varies from 6.25 M to 50 M. All
boundary layers have been resolved by ensuring an adequate cell count through
inflation layering along all walls, and selecting a minimum wall distance of the
first grid nodes off viscous walls from the walls themselves yielding a mean
nondimensionalised minimum wall distance y+ of order 1, as reported in the
fifth column of Tab. 1. Both steady and time-dependent simulations have been
performed in this study. The value of the time step ∆t used for the time-
dependent simulation on each of the four spatial grids is provided in the sixth
column of the table.
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Grid Ncirc Naxial N Mean y
+ ∆t [s])
Coarse 71 1239 6.25 M 0.612 10−2
Medium 100 1752 12.5 M 0.477 10−3
Fine 150 2478 25 M 0.451 10−4
Extra-fine 200 3504 50 M 0.424 10−5
Table 1: Spatial and temporal parameters of selected four grid levels.
All flow simulations have used the compressible flow model. Gauge total
pressure pspi and total temperature Tspi are enforced at the inlet of the suction
pipe. The reference pressure pref is set to 101, 325 Pa, a value representative of
the ambient pressure during the experiments. As the absolute total pressure at
the suction duct inlet is taken to equal the ambient pressure, one has pspi = 0
bar. The value of Tspi is 300 K, also representative of the experimental condi-
tions. Gauge total pressure pmpi and total temperature Tmpi are also enforced
at the inlet of the compressed air pipe. The pressure pmpi is set to the value of
the total pressure of the compressed air after the flow meter shown in Fig. 3,
and the total temperature Tmpi is set to the ambient temperature of 300 K.
The pump fluid dynamics has been analysed for three values of pmpi, namely
0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 bar, in differential pressure form. A static pressure outlet BC
is applied at the outlet of the discharge pipe, where the gauge static pressure
pdpo on the duct centreline is set to the value measured in the experiments. At
this boundary, the static pressure is assumed to be circumferentially uniform
but varying radially, and the value at each radius is determined by means of a
radial equilibrium condition. The Reynolds number considered in this study is
computed using a constant kinematic viscosity of 1.7894 · 10−5 m2/s, a velocity
of 33 m/s at the suction duct inlet, obtained using experimental estimates of
the centreline dynamic pressure for the operating condition with pmpi = 2.0 bar,
and the main pipe diameter of 50 mm. Adopting these values gives a Reynolds
number of about 92 K.
Some of the flow variables and integral outputs monitored in the simulations
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are indicated in Fig. 4. They include the air mass flow rate in the suction
pipe ṁs, the mass flow rate of the compressed air ṁp entering the pump bore,
and the area-averaged values of static pressure ps, density ρs and axial velocity
vs,x in the suction duct, and static pressure pd, density ρd and axial velocity
vd,x at the pump discharge.
4.2. CFD code
The finite volume CFD code ANSYS Fluent release 19.1 is used to sim-
ulate the flow field in the computational domain containing the multi-nozzle
AJP making use of the operating conditions specified above. Simulations use
a single-phase ideal gas compressible flow model. The compressible model is
selected to account for the compressible flow effects associated with the large
velocity variations due to high-speed nozzle jets at Mach close to 1, decelerat-
ing to the overall low speeds of the secondary flow in the range of Mach 0.1.
The spatial discretisation of the governing equations is second order accurate
and uses the upwind scheme. The pressure-based COUPLED solver, whereby
the momentum and continuity equations are integrated in a strongly coupled
fashion is used for integrating the steady flow equations, and also the time-
dependent equations at each physical time of unsteady flow simulations. A
dual-time-stepping approach is used to solve time-dependent problems, and the
discretisation of the physical time-derivatives is also second order accurate in
time. The effects of turbulence are considered by solving the Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes form of the governing equations, and both an eddy viscosity model
and a Reynolds stress model are used and compared for the turbulence closure.
4.3. Turbulence modelling
The k−ω shear stress transport model [12] is a two-equation eddy viscosity
model that combines the k − ε and k − ω models, benefiting from the low
sensitivity to the far field value of the turbulence dissipation rate ε of the former
model and the good resolution of wall boundary layers of the latter model, even
in the presence of adverse pressure gradients and moderate flow separation.
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Similarly to the k − ω and k − ε models, the SST model assumes an isotropic
eddy viscosity, and employs Boussinesq approximation to estimate the Reynolds
stress tensor. In the SST model, the turbulent viscosity µt is given by µt =
a1ρk/max(a1ω,ΩF2), where ρ, k and ω are respectively fluid density, turbulent
kinetic energy (TKE) and specific dissipation rate per unit mass, Ω denotes the
magnitude of the flow vorticity and a1 = 0.31. The variable F2 is a blending
function that depends on k, ω, the molecular viscosity µ and the distance to
the nearest wall, and limits the transport of turbulent shear stress in high-
vorticity regions. The local values of k and ω are determined by solving two
transport equations including convection, diffusion and source terms. These
two equations are coupled to the RANS equations due to the dependence of the
turbulence model on the mean flow velocity and its gradient. The incompressible

































+Gω − Yω +Dω (2)
in which ui denotes the i
th component of the flow velocity vector. The symbols
σk and σω are the turbulent Prandtl numbers of k and ω, respectively, and they
belong to the set of constants of the turbulence model. The source terms Gk
and Yk in Eq. (1) denote respectively the production and destruction terms of
k. Similarly, the source terms Gω and Yω in Eq. (2) denote the production
and destruction terms of ω. The transport equation of ω contains an additional
source term, the so-called cross-diffusion termDω, which depends on the product
of the gradients of k and ω. The definition of all five source terms can be found
in [12] and [13].
The Reynolds stress model is an alternative RANS turbulence modelling ap-
proach that, although computationally more expensive than two-equation eddy
viscosity turbulence models, has been shown to provide more reliable predic-
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tions than the latter models in the analysis of swirling jet pump flows [7, 14],
due to its ability to better resolve streamline curvature and swirling flow effects,
and the resulting changes in strain rate [15, 16, 17]. The Boussinesq hypothesis
of the k − ω SST model is not used in RSM, which instead solves a transport
equation for each of the six distinct entries τij = u′iu
′
j of the Reynolds stress
tensor, obtained by Reynolds-averaging the Navier-Stokes equations. Modelling
directly each Reynolds stress, thus abandoning the assumption of isotropic eddy
viscosity, enables RSM to partly account for the anisotropic character of turbu-
lence in complex flows like that analysed in this study. The transport equation









= DT,ij +DL,ij + Pij − εij + φij (3)
in which DL,ij and DT,ij are respectively the molecular and (modelled) turbu-


















The symbol Pij denotes the source term defining the production of τij [18]










whereas εij is a modelled source term controlling the dissipation of τij . Different
choices are available in the literature to estimate this term. In general the
calculation of εij requires solving an additional transport equation, which, in
this study, was chosen to be the ω equation of Menter’s k − ω baseline (BSL)
model [12], which is the same ω equation used in the SST model, and is thus
Eq. (2). Using the value of ω obtained by solving Eq. (2), the dissipation rate







where δij is the Kronecker delta function, and the TKE, k, is obtained from
the trace of the Reynolds stress tensor. The value of ω obtained from Eq. (2)
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is also used to compute the turbulent viscosity in the expression of DT,ij , using
the relation µt = ρCµ
k
ω , where Cµ = 0.09 [13].
The symbol φij denotes the pressure strain source term, which describes the
energy redistribution among the Reynolds stresses, the interaction of the mean
velocity gradient field, and the fluctuating velocity field. In RSM, this source
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It is thus seen that RSM requires the solution of seven additional transport
equations, whereas the k−ω SST model requires the solution of only two addi-
tional equations. The choice of the ω equation of the k−ω SST and BSL models
for calculating εij in the RSM framework, makes the BSL-RSM advantageous
over ε-based RSM, as the former variant does not require any alteration of the
equation for the dissipation rate near viscous walls to obtain accurate near-wall
flow predictions.
5. Mesh sensitivity analyses
This section presents a sensitivy study of the k − ω SST simulations (Sub-
section 5.1) and RSM simulations (Subsection 5.2) of the multi-nozzle AJP flow
field to both the spatial and the temporal refinement of the CFD amalysis.
The simulations refer to a compressed air gauge pressure pmpi = 2.0 bar, the
largest of the three values considered in this research and that for which the
flow complexity is expected to be highest.
Four levels of spatial and temporal refinement have been considered, with
the key spatial and temporal grid parameters provided in Tab. 1. The k−ω SST
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steady simulations have been run with a number of iterations varying from 5, 000
on the coarse level to 25, 000 on the finest grid, and the RSM simulations with
this number varying from 7, 500 on the coarse level to 25, 000 on the finest grid.
These values have ensured a residual reduction of four orders of magnitude in
all cases. Each unsteady simulation has been initialised using the corresponding
steady state solution, and the number of iterations per time-step has been set
to 30 in all cases. This set-up has resulted in a residual reduction of three orders
of magnitude at all physical times.
Both the k−ω SST and RSM mesh sensitivity studies below are carried out
at two levels. At the detailed flow level, the axial profiles of the static pressure at
the duct wall and on the duct centreline from the inlet of the suction duct to the
pump discharge computed with all four grids are cross-compared. For validation
purposes, these profiles are also compared to their measured counterparts. At
an integral output level, the sets of steady and time-dependent SST and RSM
simulations of the four grids are also cross-compared using two performance
metrics of the multi-nozzle AJP, namely the pump power Pout and efficiency η.
The performance metric Pout is the net power increment of the secondary flow


















where, as explained in Section 4.1 and highlighted in Fig. 4, ṁs, ps and vs,x
denote respectively mass flow rate, and area-averaged differential static pressure
and axial velocity component of the air in the suction duct before encountering
the compressed air jets, pd and vd,x denote respectively the area-averaged dif-
ferential static pressure and axial velocity component at the discharge section
of the pump, and ρm is the mean of the area-averaged density ρs in the suc-
tion duct and the area-averaged density ρd the pump discharge. The expression
of Pout relies on the incompressible flow definition of the total pressure. This
choice is justified by the fact that the fluid velocities at the position where the
quantities in Eq. (6) are computed, are well below the compressibility threshold
corresponding to Mach number 0.3.
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denote the total pressure, total density and total temperature of the compressed
air, and R = 287 J/Kg/K. With reference to the notation of Fig. 4, one has p0p =
pref + pmpi, where pref = 101, 325 Pa has been used, and T
0
p = Tmpi = 300 K.
The performance metrics Pout and η also play a key role in the analysis of the
sensitivity of some fluid dynamic features and the performance of the AJP to the
compressed air pressure (Subsection 6.1), and the analysis of the fluid dynamic
losses and the performance sensitivity to the nozzle diameter (Subsection 6.3).
5.1. k − ω SST analyses
The top plot of Fig. 5 compares the measured profile of the wall static
pressure pw along the bore centreline between the inlet of the suction pipe
and the discharge of the outlet pipe to the computed profiles of the steady SST
simulations using the four grid levels with parameters summarised in Tab. 1. At
each axial position, the numerical estimate of pw is obtained by circumferential
averaging. In the experiment, time histories of the wall static pressure were
measured only at the axial stations at which measured values are provided in
Fig. 5, and at these stations the wall static pressure was measured at three
circumferential positions at most. The provided measured values of pw are time
and circumferential averages of these measurements, and the reported error
bars correspond to the extreme values of the wall static pressure at each axial
station. The bottom plot of Fig. 5 compares the measured profile of the static
pressure px on the bore centreline between the inlet of the suction pipe and
the discharge of the outlet pipe to the four computed profiles of the steady
SST simulations. At each axial station, the experimetal values of px are the
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averages of time measurements carried out using a Pitot tube. No error bars
are provided for the profile of px because the time fluctuations of this variable
are very small. The axial position X along the horizontal axes of both plots
is measured from the inlet of the suction pipe where the total pressure pspi
is imposed. The computed pressure profiles of Fig. 5 highlight fairly small
variations with the level of grid refinement. Close inspection of the computed
profiles of pw and px shows that the fine and extra-fine solutions are nearly
superimposed, indicating that the fine grid is adequate for obtaining a fully grid-
independent solution. The pressure profiles computed with the fine grid and the
measured ones are in good agreement over the entire axial length of the physical
domain. A particularly good agreement is observed between the fine grid and
measured profiles of px, not only along the suction and outlet ducts, but also in
the region of the jet injections. The agreement between measured and fine grid
profiles of px is also fairly good, except for a small overprediction of this pressure
in the suction duct. The time-averaged profiles of px and pw obtained with the
four unsteady simulations using the time-steps ∆t in Tab. 1 are superimposed
to their steady counterparts in Fig. 5, and are thus not reported for brevity.
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Figure 5: Axial profiles of duct static pressure obtained with experiments and steady k−ω SST
simulations on four grid levels: wall pressure pw (top), and centreline pressure px (bottom).
The characteristic pressures, velocities and mass flow rates indicated in Fig. 4
and the pump efficiency η computed with the four steady and time-dependent
simulations are presented in Tab. 2, whose second row provides the value of
the time-step ∆t of the time-dependent simulations (no value is provided for
the steady simulations). For both the steady and time-dependent analyses the
variations of the monitored outputs between one grid level and the next finer
one decrease notably passing from the coarse to the extra-fine grid, and grid-
independent estimates of all outputs are obtained with the fine grid analysis for
both analysis types. It is also found that the steady and time-dependent fine
grid results differ very little from each other, confirming the suitability of the
steady analysis for the flow and performance analyses presented below.
The values of the last row of Tab. 2 show that the considered pump has an
efficiency of about 6%, relatively low with respect to other jet pumps, which
can achieve efficiencies of up to 40% [19]. This is because the considered AJP is
a starting baseline, developed to investigate and clarify the main fluid dynamic
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Coarse Medium Fine Extra-fine
∆t [s] −− 10−2 −− 10−3 −− 10−4 −− 10−5
ps [Pa] -741 -741 -772 -771 -801 -802 -800 -802
pd [Pa] -127 -127 -162 -164 -144 -161 -144 -147
vs,x [m/s] 34.08 31.57 32.26 32.24 32.89 32.90 32.85 32.87
vd,x [m/s] 38.26 35.83 36.53 36.51 37.17 37.16 37.13 37.15
ṁs [kg/s] 0.0726 0.0725 0.0741 0.0740 0.0755 0.0755 0.0754 0.0755
ṁp [kg/s] 0.0104 0.0104 0.0104 0.0104 0.0104 0.0104 0.0104 0.0104
η [%] 5.47 5.40 5.51 5.49 5.96 5.87 5.95 5.96
Table 2: Pressures, velocities and mass flows computed with steady and time-dependent k−ω
SST simulations on four grid levels (compressed air gauge pressure pmpi=2 bar).
features enabling the motion of the secondary fluid. Moreover, there exist sev-
eral different definitions of AJP efficiency, using which one may obtain different
efficiency estimates for the same device. Indeed, the Pout definition of Eq. (6)
is rather conservative, in that it neglects the kinetic energy of the swirling flow
at the pump discharge. This component has been deliberately omitted because
it consists of energy that cannot be easily recovered in practical pumping appli-
cations. Although the optimisation of the device studies herein was beyond the
scope of this research, the analyses in Subsection 6.3 investigate and discuss the
reasons for the relatively low performance of this AJP, and propose guidelines
to improve its design.
5.2. Reynolds stress model analyses
Only the coarse, medium and fine grid levels have been used to assess the
sensitivity of the RSM simulations to the level of spatial and temporal refine-
ment. The extra-fine grid level could not be used with RSM due to numerical
instabilities preventing the achievement of adequate convergence levels. The top
and bottom plots of Fig. 6 compare respectively the measured profile of the wall
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static pressure pw along the bore centreline and the measured profile of the static
pressure px on the bore centreline to the computed profiles of the steady RSM
simulations using the three aforementioned grids. Similarly to the SST case, also
the RSM wall and centreline pressure profiles reported in Fig. 6 highlight fairly
small variations with the level of grid refinement. The medium and fine grid
profiles of pw are in very good agreement along the entire duct length; the px
profiles computed with these two grids overlap along the discharge duct length
region but present a reasonably constant small difference in the suction duct. It
is noted that similar differences between the medium and fine grids have been
also observed in the SST presure sensitivity analyses reported in Fig. 5, which
has shown that the fine grid solution is mesh independent. Also in the present
RSM case, the pressure profiles computed with the fine grid and the measured
ones are in good agreement over the entire axial length of the physical domain.
The agreement between measured and fine grid profiles of px appears to be even
better than that obtained with the SST simulation, in that the fine grid RSM
profile is closer to the measured profile in the suction duct. Similarly to the SST
case, the time-averaged profiles of px and pw obtained with the three unsteady
simulations using the time-steps ∆t in Tab. 1 are superimposed to their steady
counterparts in Fig. 5, and are thus not reported for brevity.
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Figure 6: Axial profiles of duct static pressure obtained with experiments and steady RSM
simulations on four grid levels: wall pressure pw (top), and centreline pressure px (bottom).
The characteristic pressures, velocities and mass flow rates indicated in Fig. 4
and the pump efficiency η computed with the three steady and time-dependent
simulations are presented in Tab. 3. The reported data highlight overall patterns
of the aymptotic convergence to a grid-independent solution of both the steady
and time-dependent RSM analyses that are similar to those of the SST mesh
sensitivy analysis (Tab. 2), which concluded that the fine grid yields a grid-
independent sollution. Using the fine grid RSM analysis, the pattern of the
differences between the outputs of the steady simulation and the time-averaged
output of the time-dependent simulations is similar to that of the fine grid SST
analysis. These differences result in very small variations of the performance
metrics of the pump. In light of the observed levels of sensitivity of the RSM
solution to the spatial and temporal grid refinement, the fine grid has thus been
used for all RSM analyses presented in the remainder of this report.
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Coarse Medium Fine
∆t [s] −− 10−2 −− 10−3 −− 10−4
ps [Pa] -797 -794 -828 -817 -870 -856
pd [Pa] -261 -258 -295 -291 -294 -270
vs,x [m/s] 32.64 32.59 33.32 33.09 34.13 33.89
vd,x [m/s] 36.86 36.82 37.57 37.35 38.38 38.13
ṁs [kg/s] 0.0749 0.0749 0.0765 0.0760 0.0783 0.0778
ṁp [kg/s] 0.0103 0.0103 0.0103 0.0103 0.0103 0.0103
η [%] 5.11 5.11 5.22 5.13 5.70 5.71
Table 3: Pressures, velocities and mass flows computed with steady and time-dependent RSM
simulations on three grid levels (compressed air gauge pressure pmpi=2 bar).
6. Results
This section, consisting of three main parts, presents a thorough investiga-
tion of the flow field of the AJP that was experimentally tested in this project,
and discusses the relationship between special fluid dynamic features of this de-
vice and its performance metrics. Making use of additional wall and centreline
static pressure measurements taken while operating the device with compressed
air gauge pressure pmpi of 1.0 and 0.5 bar and fine grid SST and RSM simula-
tions of these regimes, Subsection 6.1 assesses the sensitivity of the flow physics
resolution to the turbulence model choice, discusses the better suited selection
of the latter, and analyses the dependence of the performance metrics on pmpi.
Subsection 6.2 presents a detailed comparative analysis of the AJP key fluid
dynamic features for pmpi = 2 bar based on the fine grid RSM and SST simu-
lations. These investigations are key to support the analyses and discussions of
Subsection 6.3 on the effects of the velocity swirl induced by the jets. Subsec-
tion 6.3 also analyses additional efficiency loss causes, providing design-relevant
information.
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6.1. AJP pressure and performance sensitivity to compressed air pressure
Measured SST and RSM axial profiles of pw and px for the three operating
conditions associated with values of the compressed air gauge total pressure
pmpi of 2.0, 1.0 and 0.5 bar are provided in Figures 7a, 7b and 7c, respectively.
Both sets of computed profiles have been obtained with the steady fine grid
set-up, and the postprocessing steps required to obtain both the measured and
computed profiles are the same as described in Subsection 5.1. Here, however,
the circumferential variability of the computed wall static pressure at each axial
position is also analysed. At each axial position of the computed pw profiles, the
lower and upper bounds of the shaded area indicate the minimum and maximum
values of the wall pressure in the circumferential direction. One notes that only
the RSM simulations predict a significant level of circumferential variability of
the wall static pressure after the jet injection, and that this variability decreases
with pmpi. This trend is qualitatively well captured by the RSM analyses,
although the predicted variability is lower than that observed in the experiments.
The results of Fig. 7 show that both the SST and RSM pressure profiles
are generally in good qualitative and quantitative agreement with the measured
data. However, while both the pw and px profiles predicted by the SST and
RSM analyses are very close to each other for pmpi = 0.5 bar, the difference
between the two variables obtained with the SST and RSM set-ups increases
with pmpi, and is thus maximum at pmpi = 2 bar. At this pressure, the RSM
profile of the centreline static pressure px before the compressed air injection
points shows a lower level than the SST profile, indicating higher axial velocity
and mass flow rate, in notably better agreement with the measured profile in
this region. Shortly after the jet injection, the SST px profile presents a more
pronounced peak than the RSM profile, whose more gradual descent towards
the static pressure value imposed on the centreline of the discharge section is
more consistent with the experimental data. The difference between the RSM
and SST profiles of wall static pressure pw is less pronounced than that of px,
but also in this case the RSM estimate appears to be in better agreement with
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(a) pmpi = 2.0 bar
(b) pmpi = 1.0 bar
(c) pmpi = 0.5 bar
Figure 7: Axial profiles of wall (pw) and centreline (px) static pressure obtained with experi-
ments, and steady fine grid k−ω SST and RSM simulations for three values of the compressed
air gauge pressure pmpi. 23
the experimental profile.
To investigate further the causes of the lower axial speed before the jets
predicted by the k − ω SST simulation of the operating condition at pmpi = 2
bar, and discuss the suitability of the two turbulence models to the analysis of
all three operating conditions, it is instructive to introduce the swirl number Sn.
This variable is the ratio of the mean axial flux of the angular momentum and
the axial flux of linear momentum [20], and it provides a measure of the level
of flow swirl. The expression of Sn is:
Sn =
∫
rvθ~v · d ~A
R
∫
vx~v · d ~A
(9)
where R is the duct radius, r denotes the radial distance from the duct cen-
treline, and ~v, vθ and vx denote respectively the flow velocity vector, and the
circumferential and axial components of ~v.
The profiles of Sn along the duct centreline for the three values of pmpi
computed with the two simulation sets are reported in Fig. 8. In all cases,
Sn increases rapidly after the jet injection, and reaches a peak between 200 and
300 mm downstream of the injection point; the subsequent decay is predicted to
be faster by the SST analyses. This indicates that after the peak, the tangential
velocity increases at a lower rate than the axial velocity. The faster decay
of Sn predicted by the SST simulations is likely to be due to more effective
mixing of the primary and secondary streams, a scenario supported by the
conclusions of the cross-comparative analysis of the SST and RSM simulations
of Subsection 6.2. From about 10 cm downstream of the injection point, the
RSM analysis predicts a lower level of Sn than the SST analysis for all three pmpi
values, but the RSM swirl numbers between this position and the injection point
for pmpi = 1 bar and, even more so, for pmpi = 2 bar, are higher than the SST
Sn values. From a physical viewpoint, it is expected that the jet velocity and
the magnitude of the velocity swirl in the injection area increase with the total
pressure of the compressed air. Numerically, the observations above highlight
that as the strength of the swirling flow component increases, the RSM analysis
tends to predict a higher swirl level in the jet region than the SST analysis. This
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results in overall larger velocity magnitudes and lower pressure in the injection
region. This is the reason for lower static pressure in the suction duct predicted
by the RSM analysis. In light of the very good agreement between the measured
and RSM suction duct pressure profiles shown in Fig. 7a for the highest pmpi
level, the swirl number analysis above provides further evidence supporting the
better suitability of the RSM analysis for high swirl levels. It is also noted that
the lower peak of Sn of the RSM over the SST analysis is partly due to the
lower axial momentum predicted by the latter simulation, an occurrence that
increases the levels of Sn even for constant angular momentum.
Swirling flows are often categorised in low- and high-swirl flows, and the
transition threshold of the swirl number between the two classes is taken to be
about 0.5 [21]. RSM is known to be better suited than two-equation eddy vis-
cosity models to resolve flows characterised by high levels of swirl and streamline
curvature [22]. The RSM and SST Sn curves reported in Fig. 8 show that the
considered flow fields feature a medium level of swirl, as the maximum RSM
value of this parameter is about 0.45 and the maximum SST value is about 0.55,
with the maximum values of both simulations being achieved for the highest
value of the compressed air pressure. This occurrence is in line with the obser-
vation above based on the comparison of measured and predicted static pressure
field in the pump bore that the RSM solution is closer to the experimental data
than the SST solution at pmpi = 2 bar, whereas also the SST solution becomes
rapidly closer to both the RSM solution and the experimental data when the
compressed air pressure and, consequently, the flow swirl decreases.
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Figure 8: Swirl number Sn along pump axis for three values of compressed air gauge pressure
pmpi.
A quantitative comparison of the pump performance predicted by the SST
and RSM analyses for the three values of pmpi is presented in Tab. 4. The dif-
ferences between all variables computed by the SST and RSM analyses increase
with pmpi, similarly to what is observed for the bore static pressure fields, and
are maximum for pmpi = 2 bar. At this pressure, the RSM mass flow ṁs in the
suction duct is about 4% larger than the SST prediction, consistent with the
lower duct centreline static pressure of the RSM simulation highlighted above.
Conversely, the area averaged discharge pressure predicted by the RSM anal-
ysis is significantly lower that that predicted by the SST analysis, resulting in
the former analysis predicting a lower total pressure rise, despite its predicted
higher discharge kinetic energy. As the lower RSM total pressure rise outweighs
the higher mass flow rate of secondary fluid in the calculation of the output
power, the RSM estimate of Pout is thus lower than the SST estimate. Also
the RSM estimate of the pump efficiency is lower, as the input power predicted
by the two analyses is comparable. It is also observed that both simulation
set-ups predict a continuous increment of the pump efficiency with pmpi, as the
pneumatic power of the jets increases more slowly than the power imparted by
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pmpi [bar] 0.5 1.0 2.0
Model k − ω SST RSM k − ω SST RSM k − ω SST RSM
ps [Pa] -222 -227 -434 -446 -800 -870
pd [Pa] -65 -89 -103 -162 -144 -294
vs, x [m/s] 16.97 17.10 23.98 24.26 32.85 34.13
vd, x [m/s] 19.05 19.17 26.89 27.17 37.13 38.38
ṁs [kg/s] 0.0391 0.0394 0.0535 0.0558 0.0754 0.0783
ṁp [kg/s] 0.0049 0.0049 0.0069 0.0068 0.0104 0.0103
Pout [W] 6.69 6.11 19.03 17.08 53.58 50.56
Pin [W] 419.9 418.4 598.3 590.0 900.1 887.5
η % 1.59 1.46 3.18 3.00 5.95 5.70
Table 4: Pressures, velocities, mass flows and performance metrics computed with steady fine
grid k− ω SST and RSM simulations for three values of compressed air gauge pressure pmpi.
the jets to the secondary stream.
6.2. Detailed fluid dynamic analyses
This section presents detailed fluid dynamic analyses of the considered AJP
working with a gauge total pressure pmpi of the compressed air of 2 bar based on
a cross-comparative discussion of the steady fine grid SST and RSM simulations.
The aim is to highlight the physics of the energy transfer, and assess qualitatively
and quantitatively the differences between the predictions of the two turbulence
model approaches for the problem type under consideration.
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Figure 9: Swirling flow streamlines originating at jet injection computed by steady fine grid
k − ω SST analysis (compressed air gauge pressure pmpi=2 bar).
The helical flow pattern associated with the jet system travelling downstream
from the injection points is visualised in the streamline plot of Fig. 9, which refers
to the SST solution. The plot reports the streamlines of three jets originating at
three nozzles equally spaced in the circumferential direction. The inclination of
the nozzles is such that the jets swirl in the clockwise direction when viewed from
downstream. Fig. 9 highlights that, while remaining in the wall proximity as
they travel downstream, the jet streamlines also undergo significant expansion,
as indicated by their increasing divergence as they progress to the pipe exit.
To illustrate in greater detail how the jets of the motive fluid interact with the
secondary fluid and the pipe wall as they travel downstream, the cross sectional
contour plots of the velocity magnitude |v| at six axial positions computed by
the SST analysis are examined in Fig. 10. The six small red regions next to the
nozzle exits in Fig. 10-a are due to the high speed of the jets injected at this axial
position. As the flow progresses to the axial position at 25 mm downstream of
the injection points (Fig. 10-f), the area of the jet cross sections increases, due
to their diffusion in the secondary fluid stream. It is also noted, as mentioned
above, that the jets remain in the wall proximity from their injection to the
25 mm axial position, although from 15 mm (Fig. 10-d), a more significant
growth in the radial direction is observed. From this position, one also notes
the development of a wall boundary layer, corresponding to the dark blue low-
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Figure 10: Contours of velocity magnitude |v| in axial sections after jet injection computed
by steady fine grid k − ω SST analysis (compressed air gauge pressure pmpi=2 bar).
speed strips between adjacent jets.
The development of the flow patterns before the injection points and from
the 25 mm axial position is analysed in further detail by means of a cross com-
parison of the SST and RSM analyses in the subplots of Fig. 11. The subplots
of this figure report cross sectional contour plots of velocity magnitude |v|, ax-
ial velocity vx, and circumferential or swirl velocity vθ. Before the injection
point (Fig. 11a), the velocity of the secondary flow is purely axial. At this axial
station, the flow velocity contours predicted by the two turbulence models are
comparable. At 25 mm after the injection (Fig. 11b), the SST and RSM jet
cross sections feature overall similar patterns, highlighting moderate diffusion
into the central part of the flow, more pronounced for the SST prediction. The
SST velocity contours are closer to a cyclically symmetric pattern than the RSM
contours. Further downstream, at 100 mm from the injection (Fig. 11c), the
jets diffuse more into the secondary fluid stream, a process resulting in the com-
pressed air jets increasing the axial momentum of the secondary fluid stream.
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At the 100 mm position, the overall flow progressively develops a predominantly
axisymmetric pattern, as the circumferential non-uniformities become more at-
tenuated. This is due to the jets energising the entire annulus boundary layer, as
demonstrated by the fact that the low-speed near-wall patches between adjacent
jets visible in Fig. 11b have disappeared in Fig. 11c, which instead shows a cir-
cumferentially more uniform high-speed flow near the wall. The near-wall fluid
is seen to have higher axial velocity than the fluid in the central part of the pipe,
due to the high energy of the jets. As indicated above, the swirling component
of the flow does not penetrate all the way into the bore. This is demonstrated
by both the SST and RSM vθ contour plots of Fig. 11d. Comparing these two
plots also shows that the k−ω SST model predicts a deeper penetration of the
jets into the pipe bore. This is also illustrated in the meridional plane contour
plots of the swirling velocity component discussed below.
The SST and RSM contours of the velocity magnitude |v| in the bore merid-
ional section containing the centreline of the compressed air pipe are reported
in Figures 12a and 12b, respectively, whereas those of the axial velocity com-
ponent vx are provided in Figures12c and 12d, respectively, and those of the
circumferential velocity component vθ are provided in Figures12e and 12f, re-
spectivley. All plots extend to an axial position about 400 mm downstream
of the injection point. The vx contour plots of both simulations highlight the
existence of two distinct regions after the jet injection: a high-axial speed an-
nular region, and an inner lower-axial speed region. The vθ contour plots also
show that the aforementioned higher-speed annular region also has a high swirl
whereas the velocity of the lower-speed core region is purely axial. This pattern
of high axial and tangential velocity in the outer part of the bore after the jet
injection has been observed and analysed in other swirling flows similar to those
analysed in this report, including the numerical study of [23]. Downstream of
the jet injection, viscous shear and turbulent mixing of the high- and low-speed
regions result in a progressive acceleration of the central low-speed fluid flow.
These trends are common to both SST and RSM predictions. However, the axial
velocity of the central fluid stream predicted by the SST analysis is higher than
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(a) 2.5 mm before jet injection (b) 25 mm after jet injection
(c) 100 mm after jet injection (d) 450 mm after jet injection
Figure 11: Contours of velocity magnitude (|v|), and axial (vx) and circumferential (vθ)
velocity components in axial sections before and after jet injection computed by steady fine
grid k − ω SST and RSM analyses (compressed air gauge pressure pmpi=2 bar).
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that predicted by the RSM analysis, whereas the conclusion is reversed with
regard to the axial velocity of the higher-speed near-wall fluid stream. Cross-
comparing the SST and RSM vθ contour plots, one notes that the SST set-up
predicts a deeper diffusion of the swirling stream into the pump bore than the
RSM set-up does, pointing to a more effective mixing of motive and secondary
fluids predicted by the SST analysis.
The eddy viscosity variable can be viewed as an index of the turbulent
transfer of energy as a result of turbulent eddies [24], and it thus provides
an estimate of the energy exchange between the two streams. Therefore it is
instructive to inspect the SST and RSM eddy viscosity contour plots in the
meridional plane provided in Fig. 13. The SST contours show that a high
level of turbulent viscosity over the entire cross section of the duct is achieved
closer to the injection point than in the RSM case, and that higher levels of
turbulent viscosity in the bore central region are maintained until the discharge
section. This and the observations made above in the analysis of the velocity
contour plots further emphasise that the k − ω SST model predicts a higher
level of penetration of the jets resulting in higher entrainment of secondary
fluid. Therefore, it can be concluded the k − ω SST model predicts a higher
level of mixing of primary and secondary fluid, which in turn leads to the higher
level of predicted efficiency.
The static pressure contours obtained by both simulations at the pump dis-
charge section are compared in Fig. 14. The static pressure level on the cen-
treline is the same in both analysis, as expected, due to the use of a radial
equilibrium pressure BC with given differential pressure of −450 Pa on the cen-
treline. However, a marked difference between the wall static pressure levels of
the two simulations exist, which ultimately results in a significantly different
radial profile of the static pressure at the exit station. In both simulations the
wall static pressure increases fairly rapidly from the centreline to the wall, but
such growth is faster for the SST radial profile, causing a wall pressure differ-
ence of ≈ 175 Pa between the two analyses. As a result, the SST area-average
static pressure pd is higher than the RSM average. This is due to the SST anal-
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(a) |v|, k − ω SST (b) |v|, RSM
(c) vx, k − ω SST (d) vx, RSM
(e) vθ, k − ω SST (f) vθ, RSM
Figure 12: Contours of velocity magnitude |v| (top), axial velocity component vx (middle)
and circumferential velocity component vθ in bore meridional section computed by steady fine
grid k − ω SST and RSM analyses (compressed air gauge pressure pmpi=2 bar).
(a) k − ω SST (b) RSM
Figure 13: Contours of eddy viscosity (µt) in bore meridional section computed by steady fine
grid k − ω SST and RSM analyses (compressed air gauge pressure pmpi=2 bar).
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ysis predicting a lower dissipation of the jet energy and a more effective mixing
of jets and secondary stream. One of the effects of this lower dissipation is a
higher level of exit total pressure predicted by the SST analysis, an occurrence
highlighted in the SST and RSM total pressure contour plots at the discharge
section shown in Fig. 15. It is noted that the existence of the so-called turbulent
mixing region, in which the static pressure rises after the jet injection and an
effective energy transfer between motive and secondary fluids due to jet mixing
occurs has also been observed for water jet pumps [25].
(a) k − ω SST (b) RSM
Figure 14: Contours of static pressure p in pump discharge section computed by steady fine
grid k − ω SST and RSM analyses (compressed air gauge pressure pmpi=2 bar).
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(a) k − ω SST (b) RSM
Figure 15: Contours of total pressure p0 in pump discharge section computed by steady fine
grid k − ω SST and RSM analyses (compressed air gauge pressure pmpi=2 bar).
6.3. AJP fluid dynamics and design
The results of Subsection 6.1 highlight that the maximum efficiency η of the
considered multi-nozzle AJP has a relatively low value of about 6.0% for opera-
tion at pmpi = 2 bar. This section aims at providing design guidelines by inves-
tigating the causes for this low efficiency level, and thus envisaging ways to in-
crease it. The analyses focus on the total pressure loss in the jet injection subsys-
tems, and the impact of jet swirl on the overall pump efficiency η. All discussed
investigations are based on steady fine grid SST simulations with pmpi = 2 bar.
The data of Tab. 4 show that the secondary mass flow rate is about 10
times that of the motive mass flow rate for all considered pmpi values. It is not
unusual that the mass flow rate of the entrained fluid be greater than that of
the motive fluid, but in jet pumps this often occurs at the expense of severe
head losses in the injection subsystem [26]. The motive air of this study’s AJP
experiences a strong expansion as it enters the bore, hence the higher entrained
mass flow rate. It is therefore important to assess the impact of the head losses
of the compressed air between the inlet of the compressed air pipe highlighted
in the schematic of Fig. 2, and the points of injection in the pump bore. Losses
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Des.
p0B φ β ṁs Pout ṁp Pin η
[KPa] [mm] [◦] [kg/s] [W] [kg/s] [W] [%]
1 131 2.0 20 0.0754 53.6 0.01044 900.1 5.95
2 166 3.0 20 0.1319 354.5 0.03551 2935.1 12.08
3 142 2.0 0 0.0841 87.4 0.01114 920.8 9.49
Table 5: Mass flows, pressure loss and performance metrics computed with steady fine grid
k−ω SST analysis for alternative pump designs (compressed air gauge pressure pmpi=2 bar).
in this subsystem reduce the effective power available to pump the secondary
fluid, and lower the overall efficiency of the device. The losses incurred in the
nozzles are investigated by considering the area-averaged total pressure p0B at
the discharge hole of each nozzle into the bore. It is found that, for the baseline
device, p0B = 131 KPa, which corresponds to a loss of gauge total pressure of
more than 34%. This p0B value is reported in the row of Tab. 5 labelled ’Des. 1’,
which stands for Design 1. The next two columns of the table report the nozzle
diameter φ and circumferential inclination angle β. The five columns in the
right portion of the table provide the mass flows of the primary and secondary
flows, and the values of Pout, Pin and η. For Design 1, these values are provided
as quick reference for the analyses of two alternative AJPs below.
To assess the impact of the nozzle diameter on the compressed air total
pressure loss and the overall performance of the device, the AJP flow simulation
has been carried out increasing the nozzle diameter from 2 mm (baseline device)
to 3.0 mm, which is the configuration named ’Des. 2’ in Tab. 5. Design 2 has
p0B = 166 KPa, corresponding to a gauge total pressure loss of 17%, half the
compressed air head loss of the baseline AJP. The induced alterations of the
Design 2 flow field result in its efficiency rising to about 12%, twice the value of
Design 1. This efficiency gain is accompanied by a significant performance gain,
as the secondary fluid mass flow increases by 75% over the value of the baseline
AJP. These improvements are triggered by the reduction of the total pressure
loss in the nozzles and the larger mass flow rate of compressed air, due also to
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the larger cross section of the nozzles. Also ṁs increases, but the percentage
increment of this variable is smaller then that of ṁp. Thus, the larger value of
Pout with respect to the baseline device is due to a significantly larger energy
per unit mass transferred to the secondary flow by the stronger jets of Design 2,
which results in higher total pressure at the discharge of Design 2. These findings
highlight the importance of optimising the nozzle design, which includes careful
choice of the duct diameter, and, when compatible with manufacturing and cost
constraints, also the use of variable-section nozzles.
AJP Design 3 has the same nozzles of Design 1, but the jet swirl is removed
by setting to zero the nozzle angle β. Design 3 is found to have p0B = 142 KPa,
corresponding to a gauge total pressure loss of nearly 30%, slightly smaller than
for the baseline AJP, but still significant. Despite this, the features of the Design
3 flow field result in its efficiency rising to about 9.5%. Similarly to the case of
Design 2, the efficiency gain of Design 3 is also accompanied by a performance
gain, as the secondary fluid mass flow increases by about 11% over the value of
the baseline AJP. Most of the efficiency gain, however, is due to a higher total
pressure at the discharge of Design 3 AJP, as the ratio ṁs/ṁp of Design 3 is only
a few percentage points higher than that of Design 1 AJP. Flow visualisations
of the Design 3 flow field, not reported for brevity, show that the jets form
a single coaxial jet centred on the duct centreline. This high-speed stream is
not wall-bounded and, thus, is not subject to high frictional losses, unlike the
high-speed swirling stream of Design 1. The overall performance improvement
achieved by removing the flow swirl, makes one wonder if jet swirl is beneficial
to the device performance and efficiency for the pure pumping functionality of
the multi-nozzle AJP. Several studies of continuous-jet pumps have compared
the performance of devices with no swirl and various levels of swirl intensity
produced through swirl generators [10, 11], and efficiency improvements of up
to 5% have been reported for β ≈ 15◦ [11]. Therefore, it seems likely that the
level of swirl improving the performance of multi-nozzle AJPs is smaller than
that of Design 1 in this study, since the losses due to wall friction shear and
higher viscous dissipation of swirling flows with excessively high values of the
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swirl number may outweigh the benefit of promoting entrainment and energising
the secondary fluid.
It is expected that even larger performance improvements can be obtained
by varying concurrently φ and β, and also other design parameters, such as the
number of nozzles. All this highlights the possibility of significant improvements
the multi-nozzle AJP performance by means of design optimisation.
7. Conclusions
RANS CFD simulations using the k − ω SST and RSM turbulence models
have been used to asses the performance and investigate the fluid dynamics of
a swirl-inducing multi-nozzle annular jet pump experimentally tested in this
research. Validation of the two numerical set-ups was based on pressure tap
measurements of the static pressure along the main duct inner wall, and Pitot
tube measurements of the static pressure along the main duct centreline for three
values of the gauge total pressure of the compressed air generating the swirling
jets. The swirl number of the three operating conditions was estimated to be
between 0.45 and 0.55, the range in which the streamline curvature achieves
magnitudes requiring the improved modelling capabilities of the RSM analysis.
In line with this, the RSM results agreed better than the SST results with
the experimental data at the highest gauge total pressure, the regime yielding
the largest flow swirl. The RSM and SST analyses were found to get closer
as the flow swirl decreased, as expected. Both analyses predicted the same
trend of increasing pump performance and efficiency with the compressed air
total pressure over the considered range of this variable, although with different
values of the performance and efficiency metrics.
Detailed flow analyses highlighted that the flow field downstream of the
jet injection features two regions: an annular high-axial speed swirling flow
region, and a lower-axial speed central flow region. The SST set-up always
predicted lower values of the secondary stream mass flow rate, higher values of
the energy per unit mass transferred to the secondary flow, and higher pump
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efficiency. These differences were due to the RSM analysis predicting slightly
faster dissipation of the swirling stream energy, lower levels of stream mixing
and less penetration of the swirling stream into the pump bore.
The energy efficiency of the baseline pump was about 6%, a relatively low
value with respect to the efficiency of other AJPs. Sensitivity analyses aiming
at investigating this issue, showed that the pump performance and efficiency
are highly sensitive to the nozzle diameter, in that, increasing this parameter
from 2 to 3.5 mm doubled the efficiency due to lower head losses in the nozzles.
The flow swirl, controlled by the nozzle axis inclination on the axial direction
was also found to notably affect performance and efficiency, since the removal
of the flow swirl in the baseline pump increased the efficiency to about 9.5%,
highlighting the importance of optimising the nozzle design.
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